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ABSTRACT6

The Gaia M dwarf gap, also known as the Jao Gap, is a novel feature discovered in the Gaia DR2 G vs.7

BP-RP color magnitude diagram. This gap represents a 17 percent decrease in stellar density in a thin8

magnitude band around the convective transition mass (∼ 0.35M�) on the main sequence. Previous9

work has demonstrated a paucity of Hydrogen Alpha emission coincident with the G magnitude of10

the Jao Gap in the solar neighborhood. The exact mechanism which results in this paucity is as11

of yet unknown; however, the authors of the originating paper suggest that it may be the result of12

complex variations to a star’s magnetic topology driven by the Jao Gap’s characteristic formation and13

breakdown of stars’ radiative transition zones. We present a follow up investigating another widely used14

magnetic activity metric, Calcium II H&K emission. Ca II H&K activity appears to share a similar15

anomalous behavior as Hα does near the Jao Gap magnitude. We observe an increase in star-to-star16

variation of magnetic activity near the Jao Gap. We present a toy model of a stars magnetic field17

evolution which demonstrates that this increase may be due to stochastic disruptions to the magnetic18

field originating from the periodic mixing events characteristic of the convective kissing instabilities19

which drive the formation of the Jao Gap.20

Keywords: Stellar Evolution (1599) — Stellar Evolutionary Models (2046)21

1. INTRODUCTION22

The initial mass requirements of molecular clouds col-23

lapsing to form stars results in a strong bias towards24

lower masses and later spectral classes during star for-25

mation. Partly as a result of this bias and partly as a26

result of their extremely long main-sequence lifetimes, M27

Dwarfs make up approximately 70 percent of all stars in28

the galaxy (Winters et al. 2019). Moreover, many planet29

search campaigns have focused on M Dwarfs due to the30

relative ease of detecting small planets in their habitable31

zones (e.g. Nutzman & Charbonneau 2008). M Dwarfs32

then represent both a key component of the galactic stel-33

lar population as well as the most numerous possible set34

of stars which may host habitable exoplanets. Given this35

key location M Dwarfs occupy in modern astronomy it36
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is important to have a thorough understanding of their37

structure and evolution.38

Jao et al. (2018) discovered a novel feature in the Gaia39

Data Release 2 (DR2) GBP − GRP color-magnitude-40

diagram. Around MG = 10 there is an approximately41

17 percent decrease in stellar density of the sample of42

stars Jao et al. (2018) considered. Subsequently, this43

has become known as either the Jao Gap, or Gaia M44

Dwarf Gap. Following the initial detection of the Gap45

in DR2 the Gap has also potentially been observed in46

2MASS (Skrutskie et al. 2006; Jao et al. 2018); however,47

the significance of this detection is quite weak and it re-48

lies on the prior of the Gap’s location from Gaia data.49

The Gap is also present in Gaia Early Data Release 350

(EDR3) (Jao & Feiden 2021). These EDR3 and 2MASS51

data sets then indicate that this feature is not a bias52

inherent to DR2.53

The Gap is generally attributed to convective instabil-54

ities in the cores of stars straddling the fully convective55

transition mass (0.3 - 0.35 M�) known as convective56

kissing instabilities (?Baraffe & Chabrier 2018). These57
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instabilities interrupt the normal, slow, main sequence58

luminosity evolution of a star and result in luminosi-59

ties lower than expected from the main sequence mass-60

luminosity relation (Jao & Feiden 2020).61

The Jao Gap, inherently a feature of M Dwarf pop-62

ulations, provides an enticing and unique view into the63

interior physics of these stars (Feiden et al. 2021). This64

is especially important as, unlike more massive stars,65

M Dwarf seismology is infeasible due to the short peri-66

ods and extremely small magnitudes which both radial67

and low-order low-degree non-radial seismic waves are68

predicted to have in such low mass stars (Rodŕıguez-69

López 2019). The Jao Gap therefore provides one of the70

only current methods to probe the interior physics of M71

Dwarfs.72

The magnetic activity of M dwarfs is of particular73

interest due to the theorised links between habitabil-74

ity and the magnetic environment which a planet re-75

sides within (e.g. Lammer et al. 2012; Gallet et al. 2017;76

Kislyakova et al. 2017). M dwarfs are known to be77

more magnetically active than earlier type stars (Saar &78

Linsky 1985; Astudillo-Defru et al. 2017; Wright et al.79

2018) while simultaneously this same high activity calls80

into question the canonical magnetic dynamo believed81

to drive the magnetic field of solar-like stars (the αΩ82

dynamo) (Shulyak et al. 2015). One primary challenge83

which M dwarfs pose is that stars less than approxi-84

mately 0.35 M� are composed of a single convective re-85

gion. This denies any dynamo model differential rota-86

tion between adjacent levels within the star. Alternative87

dynamo models have been proposed, such as the α2 dy-88

namo along with modifications to the αΩ dynamo which89

may be predictive of M dwarf magnetic fields (Chabrier90

& Küker 2006; Kochukhov 2021; Kleeorin et al. 2023).91

Despite this work, very few studies have dived specif-92

ically into the magnetic field of M dwarfs at or near the93

convective transition region . This is not surprising as94

that only spans approximately a 0.2 magnitude region in95

the Gaia BP-RP color magnitude diagram and is there-96

fore populated by a relatively small sample of stars.97

Jao et al. (2023) identify the Jao Gap as a strong98

discontinuity point for magnetic activity in M dwarfs.99

Two primary observations from their work are that the100

Gap serves as a boundary where very few active stars, in101

their sample of 640 M dwarfs, exist below the Gap and102

that the overall downward trend of activity moving to103

fainter magnitudes is anomalously high in within the 0.2104

mag range of the Gap. Jao et al. Figures 3 and 13 make105

this paucity in Hα emission particularly clear. Based on106

previous work from Spada & Lanzafame (2020); Curtis107

et al. (2020); Dungee et al. (2022) the authors propose108

that the mechanism resulting in the reduced fraction of109

active stars within the Gap is that as the radiative zone110

dissipates due to core expansion, angular momentum111

from the outer convective zone is dumped into the core112

resulting in a faster spin down than would otherwise be113

possible. Effectively the core of the star acts as a sink,114

reducing the amount of angular momentum which needs115

to be lost by magnetic breaking for the outer convective116

region to reach the same angular velocity. Given that117

Hα emission is strongly coupled magnetic activity in the118

upper chromosphere (Newton et al. 2016; Kumar et al.119

2023) and that a star’s angular velocity is a primary120

factor in its magnetic activity, a faster spin down will121

serve to more quickly dampen Hα activity.122

In addition to Hα the Calcium Fraunhaufer lines may123

be used to trace the magnetic activity of a star. These124

lines originate from magnetic heating of the lower chro-125

mosphere driven by magnetic shear stresses within the126

star. Both Perdelwitz et al. (2021) and Boudreaux et al.127

(2022) present calcium emission measurements for stars128

spanning the Jao Gap. In this paper we search for sim-129

ilar trends in the Ca II H& K emission as Jao et al. see130

in the Hα emission. In Section 2 we investigate the em-131

pirical star-to-star variability in emission and quantify132

if this could be due to noise or sample bias; in Section 3133

we present a simplified toy model which shows that the134

mixing events characteristic of convective kissing insta-135

bilities could lead to increased star-to-star variability in136

activity as is seen empirically.137

2. CORRELATION138

Using Ca II H&K emission data from Perdelwitz et al.139

(2021) and Boudreaux et al. (2022) (quantified using the140

R′HK metric Middelkoop 1982; Rutten 1984) we inves-141

tigate the correlation between the Jao Gap magnitude142

and stellar magnetic activity. We are more statistically143

limited here than past authors have been due to the re-144

quirement for high resolution spectroscopic data when145

measuring Calcium emission.146

The merged dataset is presented in Figure 1. The147

sample overlap between Perdelwitz et al. (2021) and148

Boudreaux et al. (2022) is small (only consisting of five149

targets). For those five targets there is an approxi-150

mately 1.5 percent average difference between measured151

log(R′HK) values, with measurements from Boudreaux152

et al. biased to be slightly more negative than those153

from Perdelwitz et al.154

There is a visual discontinuity in the spread of stellar155

activity below the Jao Gap magnitude. Further dis-156

cussion of why there may be disagreement between the157

observed magnitude of the gap and the discontinuity158

which we identify may be found in Section 2.1. In order159

to quantify the significance of this discontinuity we mea-160
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Figure 1. Merged Dataset from Perdelwitz et al. (2021);
Boudreaux et al. (2022). Note the increase in the spread
of R′

HK around the Jao Gap Magnitude (top). Standard
deviation of Calcium emission data within each bin. Note the
discontinuity near the Jao Gap Magnitude (bottom). The
location of the Gap as identified in literature is shown by
the hatched region (∼ 10-10.5 MG). Potential explanations
for the disagreement in magnitude are discussed in detail in
Section 2.1.

sure the false alarm probability of the change in standard161

deviation.162

First we split the merged dataset into bins with a163

width of 0.5 mag. In each bin we measure the stan-164

dard deviation about the mean of the data. The results165

of this are shown in Figure 1 (bottom). In order to mea-166

sure the false alarm probability of this discontinuity we167

first resample the merged calcium emission data based168

on the associated uncertainties for each datum as pre-169

sented in their respective publications. Then, for each170

of these “resample trials” we measure the probability171

that a change in the standard deviation of the size seen172

would happen purely due to noise. Results of this test173

are show in in Figure 2.174

This rapid increase star-to-star variability would only175

arise due purely to noise 0.3 ± 0.08 percent of the time176

and is therefore likely either a true effect or an alias of177

some sample bias.178
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Figure 2. Probability distribution of the false alarm prob-
ability for the discontinuity seen in Figure 1. The mean of
this distribution is 0.341%±0.08

0.08.

If the observed increase in variability is not due to a179

sample bias and rather is a physically driven effect then180

there is an obvious similarity between these findings and181

those of Jao et al. (2023). Specifically we find a increase182

in variability below the magnitude of the Gap. More-183

over, this variability increase is primarily driven by an184

increase in the number of low activity stars (as opposed185

to an increase in the number of high activity stars). We186

can further investigate the observed change in variability187

for only low activity stars by filtering out those stars at188

or above the saturated threshold for magnetic activity.189

Boudreaux et al. (2022) identify log(R′HK) = −4.436190

as the saturation threshold. We adopt this value and191

filter out all stars where log(R′HK) ≥ −4.436. Apply-192

ing the same analysis to this reduced dataset as was193

done to the full dataset we still find a discontinuity at194

the same location (Figure 3). This discontinuity is of a195

smaller magnitude and consequently is more likely to be196

due purely to noise, with a 7 ± 0.2 percent false alarm197

probability. This false alarm probability is however only198

concerned with the first point after the jump in vari-199

ability. If we consider the false alarm probability of the200

entire high variability region then the probability that201

the high variability region is due purely to noise drops202

to 1.4± 0.04 percent.203

Further, various authors have shown that the strength204

of Calcium II H&K emission may evolve over month to205

year timescales (e.g. Rauscher & Marcy 2006; Perdel-206

witz et al. 2021; Cretignier et al. 2024). Targets from207

Boudreaux et al. (2022) were observed an average of208
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Figure 3. Spread in the magnetic activity metric for the
merged sample with any stars log(R′

HK) > −4.436 filtered
out.The location of the Gap as identified in literature is
shown by the hatched region (∼ 10-10.5 MG).

only four times and over year long timescales. There-209

fore, the nominal log(R′HK) values derived in that work210

may be biased by stellar variability. However, the scale211

of observed variabilty in the activity metric is signifi-212

gantly smaller than the star-to-star activity variability213

addressed here and therfore activity cycles are not ex-214

pected to be of particular relevance. Specifically, the215

amplitude of variability is generally ∆ log(R′HK) / 0.2216

wherase in this work we address variability on the order217

of ∆ log(R′HK) / 2.218

We observe a strong, likely statistically significant,219

discontinuity in the star-to-star variability of Ca II H&K220

emission below the magnitude of the Jao Gap. However,221

modeling is required to determine if this discontinuity222

may be due to the same underlying physics.223

2.1. Conicidence with the Jao Gap Magnitude224

While the observed increase in variability seen here225

does not seem to be coincident with the Jao Gap — in-226

stead appearing to be approximately 0.5 mag fainter, in227

agreement with what is observed in Jao et al. (2023) —228

a number of complicating factors prevent us from fal-229

sifying that the these two features are not coincident.230

Jao et al. find, similar to the results presented here,231

that the paucity of Hα emission originates below the232

Gap. Moreover, we use a 0.5 magnitude bin size when233

measuring the star-to-star variability which injects error234

into the positioning of any feature in magnitude space.235

We can quantify the degree of uncertainty the magni-236

tude bin choice injects by conducting Monte Carlo tri-237

als where bins are randomly shifted redder or bluer. We238

conduct 10,000 trials where each trial involves sampling239

a random shift to the bin start location from a normal240

distribution with a standard deviation of 1 magnitude.241
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Figure 4. Probability density distribution of discontinuity
location as identified in the merged dataset. The dashed
line represents the mean of the distribution while the shaded
region runs from the 16th percentile to the 84th percentile
of the distribution. This distribution was built from 10,000
independent samples where the discontinuity was identified
as the highest value in the gradient of the standard devi-
ation.The location of the Gap as identified in literature is
shown by the hatched region (∼ 10-10.5 MG).

For each trial we identify the discontinuity location as242

the maximum value of the gradient of the standard de-243

viation (this is the derivative of the data in Figures ??244

& 3). Some trials result in the maximal value lying at245

the 0th index of the magnitude array due to edge ef-246

fects, these trials are rejected (and account for 11% of247

the trials). The uncertainty in the identified magnitude248

of the discontinuity due to the selected start point of the249

magnitude bins reveals a 1σ = ±0.32 magnitude uncer-250

tainty in the location of the discontinuity (Figure 4).251

Finally, all previous studies of the M dwarf Gap (Jao252

et al. 2018; Jao & Feiden 2021; Mansfield & Kroupa253

2021; Boudreaux et al. 2022; Jao et al. 2023) demon-254

strate that the Gap has a color dependency, shifting to255

fainter magnitudes as the population reddens and conse-256

quently an exact magnitude range is ill-defined. There-257

fore we cannot falsify the model that the discontinuity258

in star-to-star activity variability is coincident with the259

Jao Gap magnitude.260

2.2. Rotation261

It is well known that star’s magnetic activity tend to262

be correlated with their rotational velocity (Vaughan263

et al. 1981; Newton et al. 2016; Astudillo-Defru et al.264

2017; Houdebine et al. 2017; Boudreaux et al. 2022);265

therefore, we investigate whether there is a similar cor-266

relation between Gap location and rotational period in267

our dataset. All targets from Boudreaux et al. (2022)268

already have published rotational periods; however, tar-269

gets from Perdelwitz et al. (2021) do not necessarily have270
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published periods. Therefore, we derive photometric ro-271

tational periods for these targets here. Given the in-272

herent heterogeneity of M Dwarf stellar surfaces (Boisse273

et al. 2011; Robertson et al. 2020) we are able to deter-274

mine the rotational period of a star through the anal-275

ysis of active regions. Various methodologies can be276

employed for this purpose, including the examination of277

photometry and light curves (e.g., Newton et al. 2016),278

and the observation of temporal changes in the strength279

of chromospheric emission lines such as Ca II H & K280

or Hα (e.g., Fuhrmeister et al. 2019; Kumar & Fares281

2023). In this work, new rotational periods are derived282

from TESS 2-minute cadence data1.283

Due to both the large frequency and amplitudes of284

M dwarf flaring rates the photometric period can prove285

difficult to measure — as frequency directly correlates286

with periodicity. Thus, following the process described287

in Garćıa Soto et al. (2023), we utilize two methods in288

this paper to reduce the effect of flares. One method289

uses stella a python package which implements a series290

of pre-trained convolutional neural networks (CNNs) to291

remove flare-shaped features in a light curve (Feinstein292

et al. 2020a). The second method separates a star’s pho-293

tometry into 10 minute bins to account for misshapen294

flares which stella is known to be biassed against de-295

tecting.296

stella employs a diverse library of models trained297

with varying initial seeds (Feinstein et al. 2020b,a). The298

Convolutional Neural Networks in stella are trained299

on labeled TESS 2-min for both flares and non-flares.300

For the purposes of this paper, we use an ensemble301

of 100 models in stella’s library to optimize model302

performance (Feinstein et al. 2020b, for further detail).303

stella scores flairs with a probability of between 0 to304

1 — where higher values indicate a higher confidence305

that a feature is a flare. Here we adopt a score of 0.5 as306

the cutoff threshold, all features with a score of 0.5 or307

greater are classed as flares and removed (e.g. Feinstein308

et al. 2020b).309

Furthermore, we also bin the data from a 2-min to310

10-min cadence using the python package lightkurve’s311

binning function (Lightkurve Collaboration et al. 2018;312

Barentsen et al. 2020). This further reduces any flaring-313

contribution that might have been missed by stella2.314

Subsequently, we filter photometry, only retaining data315

whos residuals are less than 4 times the root-mean-316

square deviation.317

1 Some M Dwarfs lacking a documented rotational period did
not have sufficient TESS data to yield fiducial rotational periods

2 This is relevant for flares that are misshapen at the start or
break in the dataset due to missing either the ingress or egress.

Gaussian processes for modeling the periods are based318

on Angus et al. (2018) for the subset of M Dwarfs with319

no fiducial periods. The starspot package is adapted320

for light curve analysis (Angus 2021; Angus & Gar-321

cia Soto 2023). Our Gaussian process kernel function322

incorporates two stochastically-driven simple harmonic323

oscillators, representing primary (Prot) and secondary324

(Prot/2) rotation modes. First, we implement the Lomb-325

Scargle periodogram within starspot to initially esti-326

mate the period. After which, we create a maximum327

a posteriori (MAP) fit using starspot to generate a328

model for stellar rotation. To obtain the posterior of329

the stellar rotation model, we use Markov Chain Monte330

Carlo (MCMC) sampling using the pymc3 package (Sal-331

vatier et al. 2016) within our adapted starspot version.332

All rotational periods are presented in Table 1. Our fi-333

nal sample contains 187 stars with measured rotational334

periods. We derive new rotational periods for 7 of these.335

One might expect a decrease in mean rotational period336

around the magnitude of the Gap, due to the slight de-337

crease in magnetic activity. However, there is no statis-338

tically significant correlation between rotational period339

and G magnitude which we can detect given our sam-340

ple size (Figure 5). Rotational period is however, not341

the ideal parametrization to use, as magnetic activity is342

more directly related to the Rossby number (Ro). Us-343

ing the empirical calibration presented in Wright et al.344

(2018) (Equation 1) we find the mixing timescale for345

each star such that the Rossby Number is defined as346

Ro = Prot/τc.347

τc = 0.64 + 0.25 ∗ (V −K) (1)

When we compare Rossby number to G magnitude348

(Figure 6) we find that there may be a slight paucity349

of rotation coincident with the decrease in spread of the350

activity metric. We quantify the statistical significance351

of this drop by building a Gaussian kernel density es-352

timator (kde) based on the data outside of this range,353

and then resampling that kde 10000 times for each data354

point in the theorized paucity range. The false alarm355

probability that that drop is due to noise is then the356

product of the fraction of samples which are less than357

or equal to the value of each data point. We find that358

there is a 0.022 percent probability that this dip is due359

purely to noise.360

2.3. Limitations361

There are two primary limitation of our dataset. First,362

we only have 264 star in our dataset (with measured363

R′HK , 187 with rotational periods) limiting the statis-364

tical power of our analysis. This is primarily due to365

the relative difficulty of obtaining Ca II H&K measure-366
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ID G Mag V Mag K Mag log(R′
HK) e Log(R’HK) Ro prot r prot

mag mag mag d

2MASS J00094508-4201396 12.14 13.659 8.223 -4.339 0.001 0.009 0.859 Bou22

2MASS J00310412-7201061 12.301 13.648 8.445 -5.388 0.003 0.928 80.969 Bou22

2MASS J01040695-6522272 12.447 13.95 8.532 -4.489 0.001 0.006 0.624 Bou22

2MASS J02004725-1021209 12.778 14.113 9.092 -4.791 0.001 0.188 14.793 Bou22

2MASS J02014384-1017295 13.026 14.477 9.189 -4.54 0.001 0.034 3.152 Bou22

2MASS J02125458+0000167 12.096 13.58 8.168 -4.635 0.001 0.048 4.732 Bou22

2MASS J02411510-0432177 12.251 13.79 8.246 -4.427 0.001 0.004 0.4 Bou22

2MASS J03100305-2341308 12.23 13.5 8.567 -4.234 0.001 0.028 2.083 Bou22

2MASS J03205178-6351524 12.087 13.433 8.195 -5.629 0.004 1.029 91.622 Bou22

2MASS J05015746-0656459 10.649 12.196 6.736 -5.005 0.002 0.875 88.5 Bou22

Table 1. First 10 rows of the dataset used in this work. This data is avalible as a machine readable supliment to
this article.
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Figure 5. Rotational Periods against G magnitude for all
stars with rotational periods (top). Standard deviation of
rotational period within magnitude bin (bottom).The loca-
tion of the Gap as identified in literature is shown by the
hatched region (∼ 10-10.5 MG).

ments compared to obtaining Hα measurements. Re-367
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Figure 6. Rossby number vs. G magnitude for all stars with
rotational periods and V-K colors on Simbad. Dashed lines
represent the hypothesized region of decreased rotation.The
location of the Gap as identified in literature is shown by the
hatched region (∼ 10-10.5 MG).

liable measurements require both high spectral resolu-368

tions (R ∼ 16000) and a comparatively blue wavelength369

range 3.370

Additionally, the sample we do have does not extend371

to as low mass as would be ideal. This presents a degen-372

eracy between two potential causes for the observed in-373

creased star-to-star variability. One option, as presented374

3 wrt. to what many spectrographs cover. There is no unified
resource listing currently commissioned spectrographs; however,
it is somewhat hard to source glass which transmits well at H&K
wavelengths limiting the lower wavelength of most spectrographs.
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above and elaborated on in the following section, is that375

this is due to kissing instabilities. However, another376

possibility is that this increased variability is intrinsic377

to the magnetic fields of fully convective stars. This al-378

ternate option may be further supported by the shape379

of the magnetic activity spread vs. G magnitude rela-380

tion. Convective kissing instabilities are not expected381

to continue to much lower masses than the fully con-382

vective transition mass. The fact that the increase in383

variance which we observe continues to much fainter384

magnitudes would therefore be somewhat surprising in385

a purely convective kissing instability driven framework386

(though the degeneracy between potentially physically387

driven increase in variance and increase in variance due388

to the noise-magnitude relation complicates attempts to389

constrain this.) There is limited discussion in the lit-390

erature of overall magnetic field strength spanning the391

fully convective transition mass; however, Shulyak et al.392

(2019) present estimated magnetic field strengths for 47393

M dwarfs, spanning a larger area around the convective394

transition region and their dataset does not indicate a in-395

herently increased variability for fully convective stars.396

3. MODELING397

One of the most pressing questions related to this work398

is whether or not the increased star-to-star variability399

in the activity metric and the Jao Gap, which are co-400

incident in magnitude, are driven by the same under-401

lying mechanism. The challenge when addressing this402

question arises from current computational limitations.403

Specifically, the kinds of three dimensional magneto-404

hydrodynamical simulations — which would be needed405

to derive the effects of convective kissing instabilities on406

the magnetic field of the star — are infeasible to run over407

gigayear timescales while maintaining thermal timescale408

resolutions needed to resolve periodic mixing events.409

In order to address this and answer the specific ques-410

tion of could kissing instabilities result in increased star-411

to-star variability of the magnetic field, we adopt a very412

simple toy model. Kissing instabilities result in a tran-413

sient radiative zone separating the core of a star (con-414

vective) from its envelope (convective). When this ra-415

diative zone breaks down two important things happen:416

one, the entire star becomes mechanically coupled, and417

two, convective currents can now move over the entire418

radius of the star. Jao et al. (2023) propose that this me-419

chanical coupling may allow the star’s core to act as an420

angular momentum sink thus accelerating a stars spin421

down and resulting in anomalously low Hα emission.422

Regardless of the exact mechanism by which the mag-423

netic field may be affected, it is reasonable to expect424

that both the mechanical coupling and the change to425

the scale of convective currents will have some effect426

on the star’s magnetic field. On a microscopic scale427

both of these will change how packets of charge within428

a star move and may serve to disrupt a stable dynamo.429

Therefore, in the model we present here we make only430

one primary assumption: every mixing event may mod-431

ify the star’s magnetic field by some amount. Within432

our model this assumption manifests as a random linear433

perturbation applied to some base magnetic field at ev-434

ery mixing event. The strength of this perturbation is435

sampled from a normal distribution with some standard436

deviation, σB .437

Synthetic stars are sampled from a grid of stellar mod-438

els evolved using the Dartmouth Stellar Evolution Pro-439

gram (DSEP) with similar parameters to those used in440

Boudreaux & Chaboyer (2023). Each stellar model was441

evolved using a high temporal resolution (timesteps no442

larger than 10,000 years) and typical numerical toler-443

ances of one part in 105. Each model was based on a444

GS98 (Grevesse & Sauval 1998) solar composition with445

a mass range from 0.3 M� to 0.4 M�. Finally, mod-446

els adopt OPLIB high temperature radiative opacities,447

Ferguson 2004 low temperature radiative opacities, and448

include both atomic diffusion and gravitational settling.449

A Kippenhan-Iben diagram showing the structural evo-450

lution of a model within the Gap is shown in Figure451

7.452

Each synthetic star is assigned some base magnetic453

activity (B0 ∼ N (1, σB)) and then the number of mix-454

ing events before some age t are counted based on local455

maxima in the core temperature. The toy magnetic ac-456

tivity at age t for the model is given in Equation 2.457

An example of the magnetic evolution resulting from458

this model is given in Figure 8. Fundamentally, this459

model presents magnetic activity variation due to mix-460

ing events as a random walk and therefore results will461

increasing divergence over time.462

B(t) = B0 +
∑
i

Bi ∼ N (1, σB) (2)

Applying the same analysis to these models as was463

done to the observations as described in Section 2 we find464

that this simple model results in a qualitatively similar465

trend in the standard deviation vs. Magnitude graph466

(Figure 9). In order to reproduce the approximately467

50 percent change to the spread of the activity metric468

observed in the combined dataset in section 2 a distri-469

bution with a standard deviation of 0.1 is required when470

sampling the change in the magnetic activity metric at471

each mixing event. This corresponds to 68 percent of472

mixing events modifying the activity strength by 10 per-473

cent or less. The interpretation here is important: what474
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Figure 8. Example of the toy model presented here resulting
in increased divergence between stars magnetic fields. The
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point correlation function at each age.

this qualitative similarity demonstrates is that it may be475

reasonable to expect kissing instabilities to result in the476

observed increased star-to-star variation. Importantly,477

we are not able to claim that kissing instabilities do lead478

to these increased variations, only that they reasonably479

could. Further modeling, observational, and theoretical480

efforts will be needed to more definitively answer this481

question.482

3.1. Limitations483

The model presented in this paper is very limited and484

it is important to keep these limitations in mind when in-485

terpreting the results presented here. Some of the main486

challenges which should be leveled at this model are the487

assumption that the magnetic field will be altered by488
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Figure 9. Toy model results showing a qualitatively similar
discontinuity in the star-to-star magnetic activity variability.

some small random perturbation at every mixing event.489

This assumption was informed by the large number of490

free parameters available to a physical star during the491

establishment of a large scale magnetic field and the as-492

sociated likely stochastic nature of that process. How-493

ever, it is similarly believable that the magnetic field494

will tend to alter in a uniform manner at each mixing495

event. For example, since differential rotation is gener-496

ally proportional to the temperature gradient within a497

star and activity is strongly coupled to differential rota-498

tion then it may be that as the radiative zone reforms499

over thermal timescales the homogenization of angular500

momentum throughout the star results in overall lower501

amounts of differential rotation each after mixing event502

than would otherwise be present.503

Moreover, this model does not consider how other de-504

generate sources of magnetic evolution such as stellar505
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spin down, relaxation, or coronal heating may effect506

star-to-star variability. These could conceivably lead to507

a similar increase in star-to-star variability which is co-508

incident with the Jao Gap magnitude as the switch from509

fully to partially convective may effect efficiency of these510

process.511

Additionally, there are challenges with this toy model512

that originate from the stellar evolutionary model. Ob-513

servations of the Jao Gap show that the feature is not514

perpendicular to the magnitude axis; rather, it is in-515

versely proportional to the color. No models of the Jao516

Gap published at the time of writing capture this color517

dependency and what causes this color dependency re-518

mains one of the most pressing questions relating to the519

underlying physics. This non captured physics is one520

potential explanation for why the magnitude where our521

model predicts the increase in variability is not in agree-522

ment with where the variability jump exists in the data.523

Finally, we have not considered detailed descriptions524

of the dynamos of stars. The magnetohydrodynamical525

modeling which would be required to model the evo-526

lution of the magnetic field of these stars at thermal527

timescale resolutions over gigayears is currently beyond528

the ability of practical computing. Therefore future529

work should focus on limited modeling which may in-530

form the evolution of the magnetic field directly around531

the time of a mixing event.532

4. CONCLUSION533

It is, at this point, well established that the Jao Gap534

may provide a unique view of the interiors of stars for535

which other probes, such as seismology, fail. However, it536

has only recently become clear that the Gap may lend537

insight into not just structural changes within a star538

but also into the magnetic environment of the star. Jao539

et al. (2023) presented evidence that the physics driv-540

ing the Gap might additionally result in a paucity of541

Hα emission. These authors propose potential physical542

mechanisms which could explain this paucity, including543

the core of the star acting as an angular momentum sink544

during mixing events.545

Here we have expanded upon this work by probing546

the degree and variability of Calcium II H&K emission547

around the Jao Gap. We lack the same statistical power548

of Jao et al.’s sample; however, by focusing on the star-549

to-star variability within magnitude bins we are able550

to retain statistical power. We find that there is an551

anomalous increase in variability at a G magnitude of552

∼ 11. This is only slightly below the observed mean gap553

magnitude.554

Additionally, we propose a simple model to explain555

this variability. Making the assumption that the peri-556

odic convective mixing events will have some small but557

random effect on the overall magnetic field strength we558

are able to qualitatively reproduce the increase activity559

spread in a synthetic population of stars.560
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